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Abstract Neuroglobin, a member of vertebrate globin
family, is distributed primarily in the brain and retina.
Considerable evidence has accumulated regarding its
unique ligand-binding properties, neural-specific distribu-
tion, distinct expression regulation, and possible roles in
processes such as neuron protection and enzymatic metab-
olism. Structurally, neuroglobin enjoys unique features,
such as bis-histidyl coordination to heme iron in the
absence of exogenous ligand, heme orientational heteroge-
neity, and a heme sliding mechanism accompanying ligand
binding. In the present work, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations were employed to reveal functional and
structural information in three carboxyl murine neuroglobin
mutants with single point mutations F106Y, F106L and
F106I, respectively. The MD simulation indicates a re-
markable proximal effect on detectable displacement of
heme and a larger tunnel in the protein matrix. In addition,
the mutation at F106 confers on the CD region a very
sensitive mobility in all three model structures. The
dynamic features of neuroglobin demonstrate rearrange-
ment of the inner space and highly active loop regions in
solution. These imply that the conserved residue at the G5

site plays a key role in the physiological function of this
unusual protein.
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Abbreviations
Ngb Neuroglobin
Hb Hemoglobin
Mb Myoglobin
MD Molecular dynamics
CO Carbon monoxide
F106LNgb F106L neuroglobin mutant
NgbCO Carboxy neuroglobin
F106YNgbCO Carboxy neuroglobin of F106Y mutant
F106LNgbCO Carboxy neuroglobin of F106L mutant
F106INgbCO Carboxy neuroglobin of F106I mutant

Introduction

The vertebrate globin family comprises hemoglobin (Hb),
myoglobin (Mb), neuroglobin (Ngb), cytoglobin (Cgb) [1],
Globin E (Gb E) [2] and Globin X (Gb X) [3]. Neuroglobin
(Ngb), a descendant of ancestral globin, was discovered in
2000 among uncharacterized expressed sequence tags
(ESTs) in human and murine libraries [4]. The addition of
Ngb to the globin superfamily fueled research interest in the
phylogeny, regulation, and molecular evolution of this
family [5, 6]. Like Hb and Mb, Ngb reversibly binds
gaseous ligands like O2, CO and NO. However, Ngb has
distinct evolutionary, functional, and structural attributes
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that suggest an “uncommon role” in the physiological
environment [7–15].

Based on updated evolutionary theory, the predominant
role of this globin more likely resides in the enzymatic
realm, like NADH oxidase in cellular surroundings [6, 16],
than in the widely accepted concept of O2 carrier [17]. The
average low concentration of Ngb (∼1 μM) [6] in the brain
relative to Mb (∼100–400 μM) [18] in the muscle impairs
its ability to act as a transporter and reservoir of oxygen. In
contrast, the high concentration of Ngb (100 μM) in
mammalian retinal neurons [12] is seemingly indicative of
a respiratory protein involved in mitochondrial oxygen
metabolism [19]. However, many more intriguing features,
such as intracellular signaling, the scavenging of toxic
species, and NO metabolism, have been attributed to this
protein [20, 21]. Ngb has been identified as a redox-
coupled sensor that modulates G-protein transduction path-
ways [22, 23]. Overexpression of Ngb appears to have a
neuroprotective role during ischemia and hypoxia in brain,
and may have potential in clinical therapy [24–32].

Although a member of the same globin family, Ngb
exhibits certain structural disparities compared with its
relatives Hb and Mb. Ngb shares only 20–25% amino acid
sequence identity with Hb and Mb [4]. However, it displays
a typical globin monomeric 3-over-3 helix sandwich
structure and the conserved residues that influence the
heme pocket environment in this family [e.g., Phe28(B10),
Phe42(CD1), Tyr44(CD3), Val68(E11), Leu92(F4), Val99
(FG3), Val101(FG5), Phe106(G5) and Val140 (H15)] [33,
34]. Nevertheless, as the first hexacoordinate vertebrate
globin, Ngb displays a ligand-binding mechanism distinct
from that of other pentacoordinate globins [35–38]. The
crystal structures of human Ngb [33], murine Ngb [39] and
carboxy murine Ngb (NgbCO) [34] have provided substan-
tial structural insights into its functional role. The huge
inner cavities, much larger than those of Mb and Hb, as
well as a unique heme sliding mechanism (via reshaping of
the internal tunnel), have been identified by measuring the
inner cavities after CO binding [34]. NMR spectroscopy
also revealed a significant equilibrium of heme orientation-
al heterogeneity in Ngb solutions [40, 41]. Additionally, the
notably ligand-induced regulation of conformation and
mobility in the CD and EF loop regions indicates potential
enzymatic and signal correlation.

As we know, proximal effects studies of hemoproteins
are usually concentrated on the fifth ligand, His(F8) [42,
43]. In fact, some heme pocket residues on the proximal
side share the same significance (Fig. 1). The Phe106(G5)
residue (F106), the fifth residue of the proximal G helix in
Ngb, has a fast relaxation side chain proton (T1≈20 ms)
[40] that indicates a close contact with heme. As a key site
in the heme pocket, F106 locates at the gate position of the
EF loop and participates in regional regulation and heme-

residue interaction [34]. Similar behaviors have been seen
in human Mb, despite the presence of leucine at the G5 site
[44]. However, because the three dimensional NMR
structure of Ngb is not available, the suggested role of
residue G5 is basically based on position information
obtained from X-ray crystallography [34, 39]. Therefore,
to investigate significant features of the G5 residue in
solution, and to elucidate the influence of a single point
mutation of residue F106 on heme pocket properties and
loop mobility, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation was
chosen to create a pure system for the emulation of a single-
molecular “in silico” experiment [45, 46].

MD investigations have been used to detect structural
and dynamic properties of cytochrome [47, 48] and other
heme-containing globins, including Hb [49, 50], and Mb
[51–53]. More recently, MD has been used to simulate
wild type Ngb in order to examine dynamic structural
characters [54–56]. In the present work, comparative MD
simulations were employed to model the structural
variations in Ngb mutants at the G5 site (F106Y, F106L,
F106I), and to find new dynamic and structural features.
The dynamic contents during the simulation process
indicate potential heme displacement and simultaneous
loop regulation in these Ngb mutants and hint at
corresponding functional implications.

Methods

NgbCO (PDBID:1W92) was chosen as the initial structure
for characterization of the major component of two heme
orientational isomers [34, 40]. The Biopolymer package,
Sybyl version 7.3 (Tripos, St. Louis, MO) [57] was used to
mutate Phe106 to residue Tyr, Leu, and Ile, respectively, by
replacing the side chain of the residue while leaving the
backbone unaltered. MD simulations with mutants

Fig. 1 Structure of carboxy murine neuroglobin (NgbCO; PDBID:
1W92). Phe42(CD1), His64(E7), His96(F8), Phe106(G5) are highlighted
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F106YNgbCO, F106LNgbCO, F106INgbCO and the con-
trol sample NgbCO were carried out using a standard
parm94 force field [58] in the AMBER 9 package (Scripps,
La Jolla, CA) [59]. Parameters for the heme section adopted
contributions of the Amber all-atom force field from
Giammona and Case [60], which maintains heme in a
CO-bound state. The protein was solvated in a truncated
octahedral box of water containing 6,760 TIP3P water
molecules. Moderate Langevin dynamics [45, 61, 62] was
adopted for the whole system with a collision frequency of
γ=1 ps−1 to enhance the efficiency of conformational
sampling in a solvated state. The nonbonded interaction
cutoff value was 10.0Å. The SHAKE algorithm, with a
tolerance of 10−6, was turned on to fix all bond lengths
involving hydrogen atoms during the MD run [63]. The
time-step was constant at 2 fs.

A total of 3,000 cycles of energy minimization were
implemented to remove bad steric contacts. The first stage
of the MD process was performed as reported [64], heating
and equilibrating the system was then triggered. The
following heating process was used: (1) MD simulation
with restraining solute atomic position by harmonic
potential at 10 K for 10 ps; (2) MD simulation on all
atoms to equilibrate the whole system for 20 ps; (3) MD
simulation with restraining solute atomic position by
harmonic potential at 50 K for 10 ps. After this operation,
the systematic temperature was increased for every 20 ps
MD calculation (i.e., 100 K, 150 K, ... 300 K). After the
heating process, the whole system was equilibrated at
300 K for 100 ps. A 60 ns production of the MD simulation
was then implemented under periodical boundary condi-
tions in an NTP ensemble at 300 K and 1 atm, using
Berendsen temperature coupling [65] and isotropic
molecule-based scaling. MD trajectory analysis was per-
formed by the PTRAJ module in AMBER 9.

The conformation of model structure was analyzed using
MOLMOL software [66], and the SURFNET package [67]
was employed to locate interior protein cavities and to
calculate their volumes. Clefts were defined with filling gap
spheres upon a variable radius (rmin=1.0Å, rmax=3.0Å)
[51, 55]. Gap volumes were calculated by erasing the CO
ligand. Additionally, a cavity was judged as “exposed” if it
had an interface with the solvent. All cavities were mapped
by the SURFACE and SURFPLOT modules in the
SURFNET package.

Results

Protein structures

Table 1 compares the different root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) between crystal structures and mean structures of

MD models. An obvious reduction in RMSD values can be
observed when the CD loop was excluded. Through a 60 ns
MD run, the systems achieved equilibrium and the
engineered structures appeared comparatively stable (see
Fig. S1 in the electronic supplementary material for RMSD
of the three mutants). Trajectories beyond the first 5 ns
were taken as the equilibrium portion for further analysis.
With a mean backbone RMSD of 1.39Å, the model
structures were acceptable and consistent with the NgbCO
structure. Three model structures of Ngb mutants induced
structural variability that was detected by movement of the
heme relative to the protein matrix. Essential dynamics
analysis was performed on all heme atoms (the terminal
propionic chains were excluded) to monitor the heme
motion properties in simulations. Heme motion projected
onto the first eigenvector (EV1) corresponded to heme
sliding [55]. The trajectories of heme displacements along
EV1 reported the position of heme as a function of time
(Fig. 2). The heme position distribution along EV1 (Fig. 3)
is quite different between NgbCO and the three mutants.
For NgbCO, the heme position mainly occupies a negative
value (−2.1Å) that corresponds to the heme position in
carboxy Ngb [55]. However, the other three mutants are
characterized by two maxima, while the more favorable
configurations exhibit slight displacement towards positive
values corresponding to the heme position in metNgb [55].
Thus, comparison of the distributions along EV1 for the
four structures reveals that mutation of F106 widens the
range of heme position fluctuation, mainly inducing a
slightly upward heme displacement.

As mentioned above, the side chain of Phe106 in wild
type Ngb has close contact with heme, and both the heme
pyrrole plane and the vinyl double bond are near the
aromatic Phe106. Accordingly, a possible effect induced by
a single point mutation at this position might partially
diminish the interaction between heme and the surrounding
residues, which could potentially be a factor in the
maintenance of stably docked heme.

Table 1 Comparison of root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values
between the six Ngb proteins: upper right cells values calculated for
the whole protein; lower left cells values calculated excluding the CD
region. All data were calculated using the VMD software package
(http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/)

1W92a 1Q1Fa NgbCO F106Y F106L F106I

1W92a 0 0.547 0.985 1.001 1.002 1.145

1Q1Fa 0.463 0 1.064 1.037 1.132 1.210

NgbCO 0.726 0.759 0 0.641 0.659 0.849

F106Y 0.748 0.848 0.371 0 0.725 0.830

F106L 0.814 0.921 0.485 0.405 0 0.867

F106I 0.755 0.842 0.461 0.479 0.456 0

a Crystal structure from PDB used directly
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Loop regions

B-factors based on the RMSD fit to the average structure
calculated by the PTRAJ module in Amber software were
used to investigate regional flexibility during dynamic
simulation. The B-factors of the Cαs for all the mutants and
the NgbCO control during MD simulations are shown in
Fig. 4. The regional dynamic features of the four structures
were consistent in solution simulation but varied partially at
some specific regions. The obvious flexibilities of the EF
loop in all simulated structures were similar (around Asp81
and Ser84). Moreover, there was stronger fluctuation, to
some extent, than that observed by crystallography in all the
loop regions in the solution environment (around Gly100,
Arg102 and Pro123). In addition, with the exception of
F106LNgbCO, whose relative low B-factor still reflected the
influence of various mutations on loop mobility, the CD loop
showed a notable increase in flexibility (around Gly46,

Fig. 3 Distributions of heme displacement along the EV1 in NgbCO
(cyan), and mutants F106YNgbCO (red), F106LNgbCO (purple), and
F106INgbCO (green)

Fig. 2 Trajectories of the heme displacement along its first eigenvector (EV1) in NgbCO (a), and mutants F106YNgbCO (b), F106LNgbCO (c),
and F106INgbCO (d)
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Ser50 and Ser57). The dynamic behavior of mutant proteins
in water (via the B-factor) revealed that, in general, the
inherent helix regions remained constant, but loop regions
were quite active, including FG and GH corners.

Unexpectedly, the obvious enhancements of B-factor in
the CD–D region after proximal mutation demonstrate that
this portion is more active in Ngb structural regulation. It is
possible that the CD loop is a highly active region that acts
as a ligand pathway [6] and interact with the Gα subunit of
the Gαβγ protein [23, 56]. More importantly, part of the CD
region undergoes a topological rearrangement after MD
simulation due to its close proximity to heme. This
fragment, comprised of Phe42, Gln43 and Tyr44, was
inclined to form tight contacts. MOLMOL analysis showed
that the fragment formed a short 310 helix in both
F106YNgbCO and F106LNgbCO, but not in F106INgbCO
during the MD run (data not shown). Considering heme
movement, a larger space was found between the CD loop
and heme in mutant proteins than in NgbCO. Consequently,
the CD loop is subjected to regulation and facilitates the
accommodation of heme motion.

Cavity properties

The inner space of NgbCO and the mutants were defined
and mapped, exposing cavities that resemble those found in
Mb [68] and NgbCO crystals [34]. All cavities might act as
temporary docking sites for ligand binding, implying a
possible physiological role [69, 70]. During the MD
simulation, cavities fluctuate greatly, with volumes varying
from zero to twice that of the crystal value [51, 69]. In
Table 2, we report the occurrence of cavities corresponding
to special sites defined as in sperm whale Mb [68] during
the MD trajectories, although in Ngb different cavities tend
to combine together. In order to clearly visualize cavity

properties, mean structures of NgbCO and the three mutants
are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the three mutants
reveal various proximal cavities. However, cavities with
lower than 5% occurrence in the trajectories could barely be
observed in the mean structures. Besides isolated Ph1, Xe1,
Xe4 in the three mutants, the larger tunnel that merged Xe2
and Xe4, and extended to the solvent, was surrounded by
residues Gly24(B6), Leu27(B9), Phe28(B10), Phe42(CD1),
His64(E7), Ile65(E8), Lys67(E10), Val68(E11), Met69
(E12), Leu70(E13), Val71(E14), Ile72(E15), Leu89(F1),
Leu113(G12), Leu136(H11), Tyr137(H12) and Val140
(H15) in all four models. The average change in volume
of this tunnel from 332Å3 in NgbCO to 359Å3, 354Å3,
411Å3 in F106YNgbCO, F106LNgbCO and F106INgbCO,
respectively, could be ascribed to the slight displacement of
heme. Although heme moves in different modes in the three
mutants, the increasing tunnel volume is plausible due to
the rearrangement of the loop regions.

Note that SURFNET, using parameters from Vallone et al.
[39], was capable of reflecting the relative volume change of
the cavity even when the tunnel volume differed from that of
crystal NgbCO [34]. Under the same SURFNET conditions,
a series of cavities was found between the loop and heme
that provide a potential pathway of ligand entrance and
escape. The cavities occupy mainly the CD and EF regions,
and instantaneously link several cavities distributed at the
surface and interior of the protein.

Heme pocket rearrangements

According to the superimpositions of F106Ngb mutants and
NgbCO, from the reference of the porphyrin plane, the ring
of His96(F8) that connects with the heme iron is tilted after
simulation; the ensemble average orientation angle between
His96 ring and heme (NB as x-axis) is 120.9±12.9°, 125.9±
13.7°, 114.0±13.0° and 121.0±10.8° for NgbCO, F106Y-
NgbCO, F106LNgbCO, and F106INgbCO, respectively
(Fig. 6, and see Fig. S2 in electronic supplementary material
for trajectories of the angles).

As in some Mbs, the side chain of residue His64(E7)
acts as a proton donor to the oxygen atom of bound CO,
which is a significant factor in stabilizing the iron-bound
ligand [71]. Simulations of the χ1 torsion angles of His64

Fig. 4 B-factors (Å2) of the average structure of mutants
NgbF106YCO (red), NgbF106LCO (purple), NgbF106ICO (green),
and the control NgbCO (cyan)

Table 2 Occurrence of each cavity in the 60-ns molecular dynamics
(MD) trajectories (% of time)

DP Xe1 Xe2 Xe3 Xe4 Ph1

NgbCO 0.70 16.58 80.01 17.99 4.23 18.17

F106Y 0.67 25.17 84.73 20.13 10.74 28.19

F106L 0.79 26.54 89.42 15.00 14.22 33.81

F106I 1.92 22.82 80.84 18.29 9.76 23.17
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(E7) were carried out for the four model structures. Figure 7
shows the trajectories of E7 χ1 angles, which are indicative
of the changes of surrounding hydrophobic forces and
distal cavity fluctuations. Compared with 169° in the X-ray
structure (PDBID: 1W92), the E7 χ1 angle fluctuates
between 100° to 150° at the beginning of each trajectory.
Within 7 ns, the E7 χ1 angles all move up obviously except
for F106LNgbCO, whose E7 χ1 angle remains stable
around 150° until 56 ns. However, a considerable shift in
χ1 angle can be observed in the F106INgbCO trajectory
after 20 ns, which may suggest His-gate opening.

Discussion

Structural variability from mutation

The predominant mechanism of heme sliding depends on
coordination of the exogenous ligand, which presents a

significantly repositioned Phe106 (G5) at a distance of 3.8
Å in the NgbCO crystal structure [34]. As mentioned
above, Phe106 is located at the hydrophobic region of the
heme pocket so that heme and residue side chains interact,
thereby contributing to conformational conservation of the
active site around heme [72]. The aromatic residues
extending into the heme pocket (e.g., Phe at B10, CD1
and G5, Tyr at CD3 and H12), could maintain the
hydrophobic environment with each other or with heme.
MD simulations of the distinct G5 site mutation of Ngb
expose potential structural variability and allude to proxi-
mal effects on heme sliding and regional modulation.

The simulation structures have a visibly upward or tilted
position for heme transfer, which could be affected by the
mutation. Due to the G5 site mutation in Ngb, the
interaction network in heme-adjacent space is subjected to
topological readjustment via bond torsion and displacement
of residue side chains so as to obtain an energy- optimized
structure. Accordingly, slight movements of heme cannot

Fig. 5 Internal cavities (blue mesh) found by Surfnet in the mean structures of NgbCO (a), F106YNgbCO (b), F106LNgbCO (c) and
F106INgbCO (d). Isolated cavities such as Xe1, Xe4, Ph1 are labeled
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be ignored. Such transfer of heme position with respect to a
relatively invariable protein matrix could impact the
entrance of exterior gas molecules in two ways: through
the residue interaction network, and via accessible inner
spaces. Spatial comparisons of individual mutant structures
obtained from MD reveal variation in the orientation and
position of each residue that might play a key role in heme
cavity properties. As the fifth axial ligand, the tilt of the
aromatic ring of His96 corresponds to a change in
molecular energy and configuration about the iron-
centered octahedron ligand field, which supposedly weak-
ens the bond strength between exogenous ligand and iron,
and leads to the sixth ligand adopting an unfavorable
orientation in the distal pocket.

Large internal cavities are distinct structural features of
Ngb. The rearrangement of heme occurs in all three

mutants along the remarkable tunnel that covers most of
the distal heme pocket and provides a link to the outer
space. Such a vast cleft in Ngb possibly facilitates heme
orientation and ligand tilt by reshaping the heme pocket and
providing more potential pathways that open instantaneous-
ly. As a consequence of Ngb structural regulation,
measured tunnel volumes are larger after mutation. Heme,
following the tunnel of the mutant molecule, is most likely
influenced by the surrounding environment. And the tunnel
provides a more spacious pathway and shorter trip for
ligand release with fewer energy requirements.

Dynamic loop regions

The mutant proteins show better agreement with NgbCO
regarding the flexibilities of helices A to H during the

Fig. 6 Average orientation
angles between the His96(F8)
ring plane and heme in NgbCO
(a), F106YNgbCO (b),
F106LNgbCO(c), and
F106INgbCO (d)
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simulation in solution. However, globin loop regions are
usually highly flexible and closely connected to protein
function under physiological conditions.

The Ngb mutants show a more striking fluctuation in the
CD–D region than NgbCO. The central portion of the CD
region with variable B-factor values (Fig. 4) is illustrative
of active loop dynamics. Loop mobility might be associated
with E7 χ1 angles. The lower B-factor of the CD loop in
F106LNgbCO is possibly due to the relatively stable E7 χ1
angle (see Fig. 7c). Formation of the short 310 helix in the
fragment reveals a higher flexibility about the loop region
in a solution environment than in the restricted crystal state
[73]. The solvated state better resembles organismal
conditions, and the CD loop is more flexible than other
regions in solution since it possesses predominantly a
number of unstructured residues.

The short D helix is also highly flexible, especially
around residue Ser57 (B-factor: 51, 28, 60Å2 in three
mutants). The flexibility of the D helix reflects another

active part of protein—it rearranges when an exogenous
ligand enters. The flexibility of certain protein regions
characterizes a typical allosteric effect in Ngb that adjusts
protein conformation to adapt to CO ligation. Recent
research has found that steric regulation of the flexible
CD loop and D helix has a certain significance for protein
structure and function. Compared with Mb, the CD–D
region is very compact. Such a compact region could
function as a hinge allowing E helix displacement upon CO
ligation. The high mobility of this region makes sense when
considering the functional role of enzymes and intracellular
signal transduction, which is possibly sensitive to ligand
recognition [6].

The B-factors of Ngb mutants reveal more active
regions. Besides residues 46, 57 and 81 near CD and EF
regions, the sharp peaks around residue 100, 102 and 123
indicate obvious flexibility of the FG and GH loops in the
mutant model structures. These results indicate that not
only proximal His96 but also FG and GH corners take part

Fig. 7 Comparison of Ki angle of residue His64(E7) in NgbCO (a), F106YNgbCO (b), F106LNgbCO(c), and F106INgbCO (d)
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in heme rearrangement and regional modulation. The
variable mobility of the FG and GH loop as well as
rearrangement of the CD–D region seemingly enhances the
capture and release of small molecules through the large
tunnel in Ngb by the corresponding reshaping of this cavity.
Moreover, such remarkable features indicate multiple
docking sites and ligand pathways. Topological regulation
would generate a low oxygen signal under physiological
conditions, and subsequently shape interactions between
Ngb and its receptor during neural protection.

Dynamic features in distal pocket

In the presence of a cooperative structural modification,
residues that inhabit the distal pocket and that are highly
conserved in the globin family, undergo a suitable displace-
ment, such as the side chain movement of Phe42( CD1)
(Fig. 8). Furthermore, a clearly detectable motion of the
His64(E7) side chain might have a large impact on CO

ligation. Formation of a hydrogen bond between the NεH of
His64 and the oxygen atom of CO is fundamental to the
stable coordination of CO. The probability of forming this
hydrogen bond decreases with the side chain of His64
swing between two states during the whole simulation
(Fig. 7), leading to a larger separation between the
imidazole ring and the end of CO, which is comparable to
the so-called open state.

An equilibrated interacting system comprised of heme
and its adjacent residues would have a large influence on
the exogenous ligand entrance. The mutant might perturb
the interactive system on the proximal side of the heme
pocket, after which a cooperative effect would occur on the
distal side through the interaction with heme via heme
displacement. Topological regulation on both the proximal
and distal sides could constitute a new interactive network
that induces reorganization of the internal space of the
protein. Following this spatial regulation, the newly
positioned distal residues and cavities in Ngb would have

Fig. 8 Comparison of Ki angle of residue Phe42(CD1) in NgbCO (a), F106YNgbCO (b), F106LNgbCO(c), and F106INgbCO (d)
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a large influence on CO ligation. The redistributed interior
of Ngb could offer new pathways and docking sites for
ligands, which might modestly facilitate or block the access
of ligand between the outer and inner regions of the protein.
An interactive network of residues in the heme pocket and
the arrangement of the inner cavities could directly
influence the entrance and escape of exterior molecules.

The MD simulations of the CO complex of Ngb mutants
show that single point mutations at the key proximal
residue F106 induce further displacement of heme and
reveal the remarkable dynamic content of loop regions. The
significance of the G5 site is consistent with previous
results from experiments on Mb and Ngb [34, 47, 74]. A
putative effect of mutation at the G5 site is the altered
interaction between heme and the G5 side chain, as well as
other key residues in the heme pocket. The large tunnel
located in the protein matrix of Ngb is associated with
facilitating exogenous ligand motion and accommodating
ligands in the heme pocket. Modest changes in volume of
inner cavities and acceptable loop region conformational
regulation could accompany the allosteric modification of
heme displacement. Furthermore, the increasing flexibility
of the CD, FG, and GH regions predicts potential
physiological roles of Ngb in enzymatic catalysis, signal
transduction, and neuron protection in the brain.
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